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Questions



Questions

▪ PO Confirmation

1.

2.

3.

4.

If the PO amount is incorrect, or any other information on the PO need to be changed, how to do it in Coupa?

How to accept for a Purchase Order?

Is there any other ways to get new orders notification, besides CSP?

I f I can’t m eet t he expect ed del i ver y dat e on a PO , how coul d I pr opose & acknowl edge a
new del i ver y Dat e?

▪ Invoice Creation

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Can I create one invoice for more than one PO in CSP?

Should I create invoice based on quantity or amount?

Can I create more than one invoice for one PO in CSP?

Does physical invoice need to be scanned and attached into the e-invoice? Can several invoices be scanned into one document?

What is the purpose of creating e-invoice if there is physical invoice already? After creating e-invoice, do I still need to send physical invoice?

When should I issue the invoice? After PO has been confirmed, or after receiving the goods/services?

For China Invoicing: The goods/services descriptions in PO are all English, but the physical invoice descriptions are Chinese. Is that ok?

For China Invoicing: If the transaction are done in foreign currency, is e-invoice still necessary? Which one should I choose to fill in when
creating the e-invoice number - the formal invoice number or proforma invoice number?

9.

10.

11.

12.

Which one should I choose for the invoice issuing date? The physical invoice date or the e-invoice creating date?

How to find the POs that have been issued invoices?

How to include tax amount in e-invoice?

How to create invoice for down payment?
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Questions

▪ Invoice modification

1.

2.

3.

What should I do if the e-invoice approval failed?

If the physical invoice need to be re-issued, how to revise the corresponding e-invoice? How do I submit credit notes to Jabil?

Can I withdraw or void the invoice after submit?

▪ Supplier registration

1. I have more than one supplier numbers for different Jabil plants. Do I need to register the supplier information separately?

▪ Beneficiary's Bank Address

1. What does "Beneficiary's Bank Address" refer to? The bank address or company address? Is there any requirement of format?

▪ Others

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Can I check the goods receiving status in CSP?

Can I process consignment/JIT/schedule agreement transaction in CSP?

Who can I reach out for help when I have questions after go-live? Is there any Chinese enquiry service?

Will CSP be used for all Jabil companies?

How to use catalog function in CSP?

Can I use CSP on smart phone?

How do I check my payment status on CSP and how to read the payment information?
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Answers



PO Confirmation

1. If the PO amount is incorrect, or any other information on the PO need to be changed, how to do it in Coupa?

Suppliers are unable to change the PO.

Please contact Jabil to initiate the PO change. You can contact Jabil local buyer off-line or in input your request and reason

in CSP-PO-Comment.

1

3

2
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PO Confirmation

2. How to accept for a Purchase Order?

You only need to check “Acknowledged” box to acknowledge the Purchase Order.
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med delivery date" on PO line.

PO Confirmation

3. Is there any other ways to get new orders notification, besides CSP?

If supplier is not registered with CSP, supplier will receive the purchase orders via email. PO will be sent to supplier’s

registered PO email address. If supplier has CSP, supplier will get both PO email notification and PO on CSP.

If I can’t meet the expected delivery date on a PO, how could I propose & acknowledge a new delivery Date?

When you acknowledge the receipt of an order for physical goods, in case the expected delivery date on order could not 
be met, please always contact the Jabil buyer/requestor to align the new delivery date and then update the "supplier 
confir

4.
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Invoice Creation

1. Can I create one invoice for more than one PO in CSP?

Suppliers can create one e-invoice for more than one PO in CSP.

If you want to combine POs into one physical invoice, supplier need to ensure that each PO has the same

chart of accounts (COA). 

* COA can refer to the PO.

Should I create invoice based on quantity or amount?

CSP allows suppliers to create invoice based on quantity or amount according to the purchased goods (physical

goods/services).

2.
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Invoice Creation

3. Can I create more than one invoice for one PO in CSP?

Suppliers can create more than one invoice for one PO.

The first time when you create an e-invoice, you will find the system has automatically filled the fields: invoice Qty/invoice 
Amount with the PO Qty/PO Amount. You can change this invoice Qty/Amount to your invoice Qty/ Amount, and then 
submit this e-invoice. After that, in case the PO Qty or PO Amount is not full invoiced, you may always flip the same PO by 
same approach again (Through Email, or through CSP Order tab and click the golden coin button) to create another e-
invoice.
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Invoice Creation

4. Does physical invoice need to be scanned and attached into the e-invoice? Can several invoices be scanned
into one document?

Suppliers need to upload the scanned physical invoice into the system. If not, your e-invoice will be rejected by Jabil

Finance.

The scanned physical invoice need to match with the e-invoice. Please upload the corresponding scanned invoice for 
every single e-invoice.
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Invoice Creation

5. What is the purpose of creating e-invoice if there is physical invoice already? After creating e-invoice, do I still
need to send physical invoice?

Suppliers can check the real time updates from Jabil Finance about the invoice through creating e-invoice. As long as the 
e-invoice is created correctly, the efficiency of approval process will be enhanced a lot so that suppliers can receive 
payment faster. For China & Vietnam Invoice only, after creating the e-invoice, physical invoice still need to be sent to
Jabil Finance as per local government policy.

When should I issue the invoice? After PO has been confirmed, or after receiving the goods/services?

Suppliers should only submit invoices once a good or service has been provided to Jabil and Jabil is expected to begin the 
payment process. Jabil will calculate the expected payment date based on contractual agreements. Suppliers should not 
submit invoices prior to providing the good or service.

For China Invoicing: The goods/services descriptions in PO are all English, but the physical invoice descriptions

6.

7.
are Chinese. Is that ok?

If the PO description you received is English, you will see English description when you creating e-invoice. But when you 
issue physical invoice in Chinese, you should check whether the unit price and quantity are the same with the e-invoice. 
The description can be different. Jabil finance will verify the description on physical invoice and e-invoice are the same 
again.

For China Invoicing: If the transaction are done in foreign currency, is e-invoice still necessary? Which one should8.
I choose to fill in when creating the e-invoice number - the formal invoice number or proforma invoice number?

Supplier should also create e-invoice for foreign currency transaction. Formal invoice number should be filled when

creating e-invoice.

Which one should I choose for the invoice issuing date? The physical invoice date or the e-invoice creating date?

Please fill in the physical invoice issuing date.

9.
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Invoice Creation

10. How to find the POs that have been issued invoices?

You can log in to CSP and go to Orders-Order lines. Then filter (create view) or choose each line to check the e-invoice 
amount that has been created. (to be continued in next page)

2

3
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Invoice Creation

10. How to find the POs that have been issued invoices? (continued)

You can log in to CSP and go to Orders-Order lines. Then filter (create view) or choose each line to check the e-invoice 
amount that has been created.
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Invoice Creation

11. How to include tax amount in e-invoice?

There are 2 ways to include tax.

- Option 1: "Header“. In this way you do not need to select line level taxation. This means that the exact same tax rate will be applied to all
lines on the invoice. (to be continued in next page)

1
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Invoice Creation

11. How to include tax amount in e-invoice? (continued)

- Option 2: "Line Item Tax“. In this way you can include tax if some lines have one tax value and others a different tax value.

1

2
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Invoice Creation

12. How to create invoice for down payment?

Supplier need to submit both down payment and the rest official invoice in Coupa. Please refer to below scenarios when you can 
create invoice:

- Option 1. Supplier creates separate invoices:

Supplier bills the first invoice with the down payment quantity; 

Supplier bills the second invoice with balance quantity.

- Option 2. Supplier creates one invoice:

Supplier bills one invoice with quantity 1ea and total of 100% amount.

- Option 3. PO created with separate lines:

Line1 with down payment amount with quantity 1ea, supplier bill separately; 

Line2 with balance amount with quantity 1ea, supplier bill separately.
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Invoice modification

1. What should I do if the e-invoice approval failed?

If the e-invoice failed the approval, Jabil finance will reject your e-invoice in Coupa and provide the reason. After receiving the 
rejection notification, suppliers should revise (or add attachments to) the invoice according to the comments. The original e-
invoice information would also get saved, so that suppliers do not need to repeat filling or create new invoice.

If the physical invoice need to be re-issued, how to revise the corresponding e-invoice? How do I submit 

credit notes to Jabil?

If you want to issue new physical invoice due to incorrect issuing, you should create a credit note in CSP after receiving the
physical invoice sent from Jabil finance. After the credit note get approved, you can issue new physical invoice and create new e-
invoice.

2.

Click the red coins icon to create invoice.
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Invoice modification

2. If the physical invoice need to be re-issued, how to revise the corresponding e-invoice? How do I submit credit

notes to Jabil? (continued)

Regardless of how you submit your credit note (via email or CSP), please ensure all numbers and values are positive 
numbers.

-

-

If you submit as "invoice" (yellow coins) and add negative number, Jabil will not be able to process.

If you submit as "credit note" (red coins) and add a negative numbers, again, Jabil will not be able to process.
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Invoice modification

3. Can I withdraw or void the invoice after submit?

After you submit the invoice, you can’t withdraw or make any change through CSP. If the invoice has not been approved, please
contact Jabil Finance to reject/revise the invoice. If the invoice has been approved, please create a credit note in CSP. After the
credit note gets approved, you can issue a new invoice against the PO.
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Supplier registration

1. I have more than one supplier numbers for different Jabil plants. Do I need to register the supplier

information separately?

If you have different supplier number for different Jabil factory, you will receive several registration email. You can register several 
account through these email. Then you can merge your accounts on the home page of CSP so that you can use one account for 
managing PO and invoice of all Jabil factories.
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Beneficiary's Bank Address

1. What does "Beneficiary's Bank Address" refer to? The bank address or company address? Is there any

requirement of format?

Please fill in your company address in Beneficiary's Bank Address. Some of the lines in the address have requirement for the 
format. (e.g. post code)
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Others

1. Can I check the goods receiving status in CSP?

There is no goods receiving status checking function.

Can I process consignment/JIT/schedule agreement transaction in CSP?

No. CSP is utilized for non-production materials/services procurement. If your company also provide the above materials, it will

still remain the current process.

Who can I reach out for help when I have questions after go-live? Is there any Chinese enquiry service?

After go live, you can choose below 2 ways for support either:

✓ Send your email to P2P_Support@Jabil.com directly. Chinese enquiry is acceptable;

✓ Contact your local buyer.

Will CSP be used for all Jabil companies?

Jabil factories will start using CSP by waves. It is expected that all Jabil factory worldwide will use CSP for the purchase of 
indirect goods and services as well as any direct goods that may be purchased during an NPI stage by 2019.

How to use catalog function in CSP?

If you are interested in setting up catalog with Jabil, please contact Jabil Catalog Management Team.

Is CSP available on smart phone?

Suppliers can use mobile browsers for CSP operations.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Others

7. How do I check my payment status on CSP and how to read the payment information?

Suppliers can view the payment status and information for each invoice in the CSP under invoice tab. Payment information shows 
amount and date.

-

-

Payment amount: The amount you get paid.

Payment date: The date showing in CSP is the date Jabil Finance have cleared the invoice to be included in the payment process. Depending
on the site or the configured payment method, the actual payment might not be received at the vendor immediately. It could happen next day or
up to 7 days.
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Thank You

If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact Jabil or
email to P2P_Support@Jabil.com.

mailto:P2P_Support%40Jabil.com

